[Ultrastructure of the serotoninergic system of the motor area of the cerebral cortex].
Owing to the microscopical investigation, using selective neurotoxin 5,7-dihydroxytryptamine, it has been possible to reveal the serotoninergic system and targets of its innervation in the rat cerebral cortex motor area. The serotoninergic axonal varicosities and synaptic boutons are present in all layers of the neocortex. Their large amount is revealed in the I and II layers. The terminals form contacts with dendrites of small size, sometimes they terminate on the head of the spines, as well as on bodies of neurons in different layers. According to their position and ultrastructural organization these neurons are, perhaps, pyramidal, that is glutamatergic, and those less in their size--refer to interneurons and can be GABAergic ones. Basing on own data and those of the literature, concerning the existence of nonsynaptic link for transmission of serotoninergic effects, a conclusion is made that a coordinating functioning of the synaptic and non-synaptic intercellular integrative mechanisms ensure a wide range of functions of the serotoninergic system in the cerebral cortex.